
 

 
 

Request for Proposal:  
Central Ohio Greenways Wayfinding Strategy  
 
Questions and Answers 
Updated November 8, 2022  
 
Question 1  
Since the scope of work does not include signage design, are you expecting a general design for how 
the strategy would be implemented on the Ohio to Erie Trail?  

 
Answer: 
An entirely new signage design is not expected; however, we encourage the detailed 
example/case study as requested in Part 2 of the scope to include recommendations for how 
existing signage may be modified along the Ohio to Erie Trail to implement the 
recommended wayfinding strategy.  

 
 
Question 2  
What is the length of the Ohio to Erie trail where the data will be collected, and the strategy applied? 

 
Answer:  
The Ohio to Erie Trail within Madison, Franklin, Delaware, and Knox Counties is 
approximately 100 miles. Smaller locally known trails follow the same route as the Ohio to 
Erie Trail. You may recognize parts of the trail by the names Alum Creek Trail, Heart of Ohio 
Trail, Camp Chase Trail, and others.  

Madison 17.71 miles 
Franklin 33.27 miles 

Delaware 15.25 miles 
Licking 0.27 miles 
Knox 33.22 miles 
Total 99.72 miles 

 
 
Question 3 
Do you have requirements for the user group engagement? 

 
Answer: 
We do not have set engagement requirements, but we encourage proposals to address how 
to engage with a diverse range of user groups.  

 
 



 
 

 

Question 4 
Can companies from Outside USA can apply for this? (from India or Canada?) 

Answer:  
We have reached out to the Ohio Department of Transportation for clarification will post the 
answer when we receive it.  

 
Question 5 
Do we need to be in person for meetings? 

 
Answer: 
We are able to accommodate remote meetings.  

 
  
Question 6 
Can we perform the tasks (related to RFP) outside USA? 
      

Answer: 
It may be challenging to conduct the asset and destination inventory remotely. Additionally, 
you will need to be available to meet with staff during our normal business hours 8am – 5pm, 
eastern standard time.  
  

Question 7 
Can we submit the proposals via email? 

 
Answer:  
Yes, proposals may be submitted to mvonstein@morpc.org 
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